Korzeniewski B. Regulation of oxidative phosphorylation during work transitions results from its kinetic properties. J Appl Physiol 116: 83-94, 2014. First published October 24, 2013 doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00759.2013.-The regulation of oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) during work transitions in skeletal muscle and heart is still not well understood. Different computer models of this process have been developed that are characterized by various kinetic properties. In the present research-polemic theoretical study it is argued that models belonging to one group (Model A), which predict that among OXPHOS complexes complex III keeps almost all of the metabolic control over oxygen consumption (VO 2) and involve a strong complex III activation by inorganic phosphate (P i), lead to the conclusion that an increase in Pi is the main mechanism responsible for OXPHOS activation (feedback-activation mechanism). Models belonging to another group (Model B), which were developed to take into account an approximately uniform distribution of metabolic control over VO 2 among particular OXPHOS complexes (complex I, complex III, complex IV, ATP synthase, ATP/ADP carrier, phosphate carrier) encountered in experimental studies in isolated mitochondria, predict that all OXPHOS complexes are directly activated in parallel with ATP usage and NADH supply by some external cytosolic factor/mechanism during rest-to-work or low-to-high work transitions in skeletal muscle and heart ("each-stepactivation" mechanism). Model B demonstrates that different intensities of each-step activation can account for the very different (slopes of) phenomenological VO 2-ADP relationships observed in various skeletal muscles and heart. Thus they are able to explain the differences in the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions between skeletal muscle (where moderate changes in ADP take place) and intact heart in vivo (where ADP is essentially constant). oxidative phosphorylation; regulatory mechanism; work transition; skeletal muscle; heart; computer model THE REGULATION OF OXIDATIVE phosphorylation during work transitions in different tissues, in particular during low-to-high work transitions in the heart and rest-to-work transitions in skeletal muscles, is still a matter of debate. Oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria (OXPHOS) is a part of the entire bioenergetic system of the cell. Such a system in excitable tissues/organs (heart, skeletal muscle, brain) is composed of OXPHOS (complex I, complex II, complex III, complex IV, ATP synthase, ATP/ADP carrier, P i carrier), substrate dehydrogenation [tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, glycolysis ϩ glycogenolysis, fatty acids oxidation, malate/aspartate shuttle (MAS), substrate transport], ATP usage (actomyosin-ATPase, Ca 2ϩ -ATPase, Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase, basal ATP usage reactions such as proteins or nucleic acid synthesis), creatine kinase (CK) system, proton leak (widely understood, comprising various uncoupling processes). The cell bioenergetic system containing the enumerated components is depicted in Fig. 1 (complex II is omitted for simplicity and because it is not taken into account explicitly in discussed computer models).
THE REGULATION OF OXIDATIVE phosphorylation during work transitions in different tissues, in particular during low-to-high work transitions in the heart and rest-to-work transitions in skeletal muscles, is still a matter of debate. Oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria (OXPHOS) is a part of the entire bioenergetic system of the cell. Such a system in excitable tissues/organs (heart, skeletal muscle, brain) is composed of OXPHOS (complex I, complex II, complex III, complex IV, ATP synthase, ATP/ADP carrier, P i carrier), substrate dehydrogenation [tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, glycolysis ϩ glycogenolysis, fatty acids oxidation, malate/aspartate shuttle (MAS), substrate transport], ATP usage (actomyosin-ATPase, Ca 2ϩ -ATPase, Na ϩ /K ϩ -ATPase, basal ATP usage reactions such as proteins or nucleic acid synthesis), creatine kinase (CK) system, proton leak (widely understood, comprising various uncoupling processes). The cell bioenergetic system containing the enumerated components is depicted in Fig. 1 (complex II is omitted for simplicity and because it is not taken into account explicitly in discussed computer models).
Changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations during work transitions. In skeletal muscle, especially under in vivo conditions and at voluntary contraction (neural stimulation), a huge (up to several dozen) relative increase in the oxygen consumption (and ATP turnover) flux is accompanied by only moderate changes in ADP, P i , ATP, PCr, and NADH concentrations during transition from rest to intensive exercise (see Refs. 32, 33 for discussion). In the heart, especially under in vivo conditions, a significant (3-to 5-fold) increase in VO 2 (caused by pacing, adrenaline, or dobutamine) is accompanied by essentially no changes in ADP, P i , ATP, PCr and NADH concentrations (see case 12 in Table 1 and Refs. 32, 33 for discussion). Table 1 (being an extended version of Table 1 from Ref. 32 ) summarizes the relative increase in VO 2 and ADP during transition between rest (or low work) and intensive work in different muscles (both various skeletal muscles and hearts) encountered in different animals under various experimental conditions. It can easily be seen that in all cases, relative changes in VO 2 are much greater than relative changes in ADP. In fact, there are essentially no changes in ADP in the heart in vivo (case 12 in Table 1) .
Mechanisms/models of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions. Two main mechanisms of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions have been proposed. According to the first one, originally inspired by the discovery by Chance and Williams (6) of an activation of OXPHOS in isolated mitochondria by ADP, only ATP usage is directly activated by Ca 2ϩ in the result of external cell stimulation (e.g., by neural stimulation or hormones), whereas OXPHOS is activated only indirectly through an increase in the concentrations of ATP hydrolysis products: ADP and P i . This mechanism that can be called "negative-feedback activation" (NFA) is presented in Fig. 2A . Although in earlier quantitative models ADP was regarded as the main controller, some more recent computer models (Model A) (2, 3, 56 -59) attribute the main regulatory role to P i . Therefore, it is postulated that mostly P i -mediated activation is responsible for the significant increase of VO 2 during rest (low work)-high work transitions.
According to the second general mechanism that can be called "parallel activation mechanism" or "balanced activation mechanism" the ATP usage and something in the ATP supply system are directly activated. However, the terms balanced activation or parallel activation are very unclear and can refer to many different mechanisms, for instance to a direct activation of only ATP usage and NADH supply [in particular: TCA cycle dehydrogenases by mitochondrial Ca 2ϩ (9, 19) and/or MAS by cytosolic Ca 2ϩ (16) ], of only these processes and ATP synthase (20, 54) , or of some unidentified "latent enzymes" in the ATP supply block (22) .
On the other hand, Korzeniewski and coworkers (28, 29, 31-33, 37, 44) , using the models developed by himself and colleagues (Model B), precisely predicted that all OXPHOS complexes (complex I, complex III, complex IV, ATP synthase, ATP/ADP carrier, phosphate carrier) are directly activated in parallel with ATP usage and NADH supply to a comparable extent [the each-step parallel activation mechanism (ESA)]. If the balance of activation is perfect, i.e. both ATP usage and OXPHOS are activated to exactly the same extent, say five times, a perfect intermediate metabolite (e.g. ADP or P i ) homeostasis (no changes in concentrations) will take place. It is postulated that this situation, i.e. the "pure" ESA, takes place in intact heart in vivo.
The pure ESA is presented in Fig. 2B . Only this particular form of parallel or balanced activation mechanism [and the mixed mechanism (MM), see below] will be further considered in the present article. As argued elsewhere (32, 33) , only this mechanism gives satisfactory agreement with experimental data. The idea of ESA was accepted and introduced to their model by Zhou and coworkers (61) .
However, it can happen that OXPHOS is still directly activated (through ESA) but to a smaller extent than ATP usage, say the former five times and the latter 50 times. In this case, a moderate increase in ADP (and P i ) (and moderate changes in other intermediate metabolite concentrations) will take place. These changes will be much smaller than for NFA but higher than for ESA. This mechanism involves both ESA (all OXPHOS complexes are directly activated) and NFA (elevated ADP and P i activate OXPHOS through feedback 
Vo2, oxygen consumption. mechanism). Therefore, this mechanism will be referred to as MM, because it combines the properties of both ESA and NFA. It is postulated that it takes place in skeletal muscle. MM is presented in Fig. 2C . The relative contribution of ESA and NFA to OXPHOS stimulation in skeletal muscle was estimated in Ref. 44 , but it can change between various muscles (see Figs. 5 and 10 and the relevant discussion).
The main advantage of the discussed model (Model B), whose first version for isolated skeletal muscle mitochondria was developed by Korzeniewski and Mazat (36) , is that it has been validated for many very different system properties (12, 28 -41, 44) . In particular, which is crucial in the context of ESA, it was developed to reproduce the values of flux control coefficients and whole threshold curves for particular OXPHOS complexes (36) . Generally, the versions of this model for intact skeletal muscle and intact heart demonstrate that ESA is a consequence of, among others, the uniform control distribution over VO 2 among OXPHOS complexes encountered in experimental studies (for instance, Refs. 18, 36, 52) .
Purposes of the article. The present article has two main goals. First, it is intended to explain why two (groups of) models of OXPHOS most frequently used for theoretical studies, namely that developed by Korzeniewski and coworkers (Model B) and Beard and coworkers (Model A) predict completely different mechanisms of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions in skeletal muscle and heart. After all, they have a similar general structure and, at least at the beginning, Model A was based on Model B. However, Model A predicts that a negative feedback acting through P i that activates directly complex III of the respiratory chain is the main mechanism responsible for the activation of OXPHOS during rest-to-work transition in skeletal muscle and low-tohigh work transition in heart (NFA mechanisms), whereas Model B predicts that all OXPHOS complexes (complex I, complex III, complex IV, ATP synthase, ATP/ADP carrier, P i carrier) are directly activated in parallel with the activation of ATP usage and NADH supply (ESA mechanism). To explain why the predictions of Models A and B concerning the mechanisms of the regulation of OXPHOS differ, metabolic control analysis (MCA) is used.
The second goal is to demonstrate how the very different (slopes of) the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationships encountered in different muscles under various experimental conditions can be explained by different intensities of ESA within Model B. In particular, it is explained why (almost) no changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations (ADP, Pi, PCr, NADH) take place in intact heart in vivo, whereas moderate changes in these concentrations are observed in skeletal muscle. In other words, the differences in the regulation of OXPHOS between skeletal muscle and heart are determined. Additionally, it is explained what is the mechanistic background of the steep (of phenomenological "high order") VO 2 -ADP relationship in skeletal muscle.
The present article is a combination of an original research article and of a polemic article. As such, it combines new computer simulations with discussion of theoretical results obtained previously by other people (and by the author). I indicate clearly which are which, to avoid confusion.
Metabolic control analysis. MCA is the best means to quantify the extent to which a given enzyme (or process, or metabolic block) controls the metabolite flux through a given metabolic pathway or particular metabolite concentration (13, 21, 25, 48) . The contribution of particular enzymes to the control over the metabolite flux is quantified by a parameter called flux control coefficient (FCC). It is defined as the ratio of the relative change in a given flux caused by a small relative change in the enzyme concentration/activity to this change itself. For enzyme E i and flux J, we have the following expression:
where ‫ץ‬J/J is a relative change in flux and ‫ץ‬E i /E i is a small relative change in enzyme i concentration/activity. E i is a product of the activity (rate constant) of enzyme i (k i ) and concentration of enzyme i
The above equation constitutes a certain simplification in relation to the very detailed Reder's approach (48) . The flux control coefficient is a global parameter-it depends on the properties of the whole system and not only on the features of a given enzyme. The pattern of control in a given system, determined by the distribution of metabolic control among different enzymes, is different in different steady-states. The values of flux control coefficient of all enzymes in a given (linear) pathway sum up to unity (the so-called summation property for FCCs). 
Therefore, in complex systems composed of many enzymes, the values of flux control coefficients of most enzymes must be very small. It is worth emphasizing that MCA practically excludes the so-called "rate-limiting steps" (the value of the flux control coefficient is never exactly equal to 1). An increase in the enzyme concentration/activity decreases its control, whereas a decrease in this concentration/activity increases it. Flux control coefficients may be attributed not only to (single) enzymes but also to metabolic blocks (groups of enzymes), carriers (e.g. ATP/ADP carrier) and physical processes (e.g. proton leak through the inner mitochondrial membrane). Yet another coefficient defined within MCA is the elasticity coefficient expressing the sensitivity of a given enzymatic reaction rate v k to the concentration of a given metabolite M j (or external effector):
Generally the values of flux control coefficients of particular components of some systems are inversely proportional to the values of their elasticity coefficients (connectivity property). The response coefficient R Xz J quantifies the effect of an effector X z on the flux J through activation/inhibition of a given enzyme E i . Its value is a product of the flux control coefficient of this enzyme over the flux J (C Ei J ) and the elasticity of the reaction catalyzed by the enzyme v k to the concentration of X z (e Xz k ):
In relation to the activation of OXPHOS complexes, the response coefficient determines how effective is a given activator in elevating the oxygen consumption flux through acting on a given OXPHOS complex. Flux control coefficients can be determined in the experimental way, for instance by titration of particular enzymes with specific inhibitors, by changing enzyme amount/concentration (e.g., as the result of genetic manipulation), or calculated using appropriate kinetic models of biochemical pathways. Therefore, experimentally determined FCC values can be a good reference point for computer model testing.
Numerous experimental studies demonstrated that the control over the oxygen consumption flux in state 3 (excess activity of artificial ADP-regenerating system, for instance hexokinase plus glucose, low ATP/ADP ratio) in isolated mitochondria from different rat tissues (heart, skeletal muscle, brain, liver, kidney) is shared more or less equally (the flux control coefficients are of the same order of magnitude and have values maximally up to Ͻ0.3) among particular OXPHOS complexes (18, 36, 52) . Figure 3 demonstrates the pattern of control over oxygen consumption in state 3 in mitochondria isolated from five different tissues (52) . These data are typical in that the control is distributed more or less uniformly among different complexes, although the control distribution differs somewhat between different tissues. However, one should be aware that the data for mitochondria even isolated from the same tissue vary to some extend between different experiments, respiratory substrates, and animals.
Nevertheless, the general rule remains unchanged: the control is shared and all flux control coefficients are of the same order of magnitude and do not exceed 0.3.
Postulated hypothesis. It is postulated in the present article that different kinetic properties of OXPHOS predicted by different computer models, especially those described by MCA, lead to different mechanisms of the regulation of this process during work transitions, especially in skeletal muscle and heart. In particular, it is argued (this is a predominantly polemic part of the article, although some computer simulations are made) that the prediction that complex III keeps most (over 80%) of the control over VO 2 among OXPHOS complexes (the control exerted by other complexes is close to zero) by Model A, associated with an assumption (based on an interpretation of some experimental data) of a strong activation of complex III by P i leads to the idea of the negative-feedback mechanism through P i concentration. On the other hand, an approximately equal distribution of metabolic control over VO 2 among particular OXPHOS complexes, constituting a base of development of Model B, results in the ESA mechanism.
It is hypothesized that different intensities of ESA can account for very different (slopes of) phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationships encountered in experimental studies in different muscles (this is a predominantly original research part of the article). Namely, it is postulated that the higher the contribution of ESA to MM (the higher the activation of OXPHOS at a given activation of ATP usage), the steeper the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship. For a pure ESA this relationship is vertical, as in intact heart in vivo. On the other hand, MM, leading to steep but not vertical phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship, is postulated to characterize the regulation of OXPHOS in skeletal muscle under most conditions.
THEORETICAL METHODS
The versions of the computer model of OXPHOS in skeletal muscle (38) and heart (37) were used in the present study. The elements of the system taken into account explicitly in the model are shown in Fig. 1 . The model has been broadly validated by comparison of its predictions with a broad set of various experimental data and used for numerous theoretical studies (12, 28 -41, 44) . In particular, what is crucial in the context of the present study, the model has been tested for the values of flux control coefficients in state 3, state 4, and intermediate states in skeletal muscle mitochondria (36) . Or, more precisely, the model was in fact developed to match well the distribution of control over VO 2 among OXPHOS complexes, because of a great importance of this distribution for the kinetic properties of the system. Therefore, the relative activities (rate constants) of particular complexes were adjusted to give the expected pattern of control and at the same time to correctly predict changes in VO 2 and metabolite concentrations during state 4 -state 3 transition in isolated mitochondria (36) . Additionally, the model was able to generate whole threshold curves for particular OXPHOS complexes describing the dependence of VO 2 on complex activity (in experiments threshold curves are obtained through specific inhibitor titration) (36) . Complete descriptions of the model versions for skeletal muscle and heart are located on the web site: http://awe.mol.uj.edu.pl/ϳbenio/. All the simulations described below were made within the present study and therefore constitute original theoretical research result.
The distribution of control over VO 2 among particular OXPHOS complexes (shown in Fig. 4 ) was simulated in state 3 in heart [model version for heart (37)]. State 3 was achieved through an increase of the rate constant of ATP usage (k UT ) to the value that was saturating for OXPHOS (5-fold increase in k UT in relation to low work), without a direct activation (increase in rate constants) of particular OXPHOS complexes. In state 3 the rate constants of subsequent OXPHOS complexes were increased by 1% in subsequent simulations. Changes in VO 2 and ATP/ADP were recorded and flux control coefficients were calculated using Eq. 1.
The phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationships for different values of the ESA coefficient x (being the measure of ESA intensity) in skeletal muscle (computer simulations shown in Fig. 5) were simulated using the model version for skeletal muscle (38) . When ATP usage was activated (its rate constant was increased in relation to rest) n times, all OXPHOS complexes and NADH supply were activated (their rate constants were increased) n x times (proton leak was not activated). The values of x of 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, and 0.6 were used in subsequent sets of simulations. For a particular x value, the relative n (scaled to 1 in rest) was gradually increased in subsequent simulations. The curve for x ϭ 0 corresponds to no parallel activation (pure negative-feedback mechanisms). Therefore, it represents approximately the original activation by ADP proposed by Chance and Williams (6), with the difference that in computer simulations OXPHOS is also slightly activated by P i . An increase in x was equivalent to an increase in the contribution of ESA and decrease in the contribution of NFA to the activation of OXPHOS during rest-towork transition (MM). The n x kinetics is simply an assumption, because it is the simplest possible description. However, it gives a good agreement with experimental results, as it is discussed in DISCUSSION.
The phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship for the value of the ESA coefficient x ϭ 0.8 in heart (computer simulations shown in Fig. 6 ) was simulated using the model version for heart (37) . When ATP usage was activated (its rate constant was increased in relation to low work) n times, all OXPHOS complexes and NADH supply were activated (their rate constants were increased) n 0.8 times (proton leak was not activated). The relative n (scaled to 1 at low work) was gradually increased in subsequent simulations. Because of very tiny changes in ADP, this set of simulations represented an almost pure ESA mechanism. For a comparison, the VO 2 -ADP relationship for a pure NFA mechanism was simulated by gradual increasing in subsequent simulations the rate constant of ATP usage from 0 to saturating values, whereas no direct activation of OXPHOS was made. Again, this corresponds approximately to the original feedback mechanism through ADP proposed originally by Chance and Williams (6) .
The ATP demand-ADP and ATP supply-ADP dependencies (ATP demand and supply fluxes expressed in VO 2 equivalents) for different work intensities in skeletal muscle (shown in Fig. 7) were simulated using the model version for skeletal muscle (38) . At rest and three work intensities, the relative activities (rate constants) of ATP usage, scaled to 1 at rest, equaled n ϭ 1, 10, 33, and 45, respectively, whereas the relative activities (rate constants) of ATP supply block (OXPHOS complexes ϩ NADH supply) equaled 1, 10 0.3 , 33 0.3 , and 45 0.3 , respectively. For a given work intensity (rest, work 1, work 2, work 3) the ATP demand-ADP relationship was generated by keeping the rate constant of ATP usage unchanged and varying the relative values of OXPHOS complexes and NADH supply rate constants (scaled to 1 for a particular work intensity) between 0 and sufficiently high values to cover the ADP range between ϳ0 and 100 M. Similarly, the ATP supply-ADP relationship was generated by keeping the rate constants of OXPHOS complexes and NADH supply unchanged and varying the relative value of ATP usage rate constant (scaled to 1 for a particular work intensity) between 0 and sufficiently high values.
All figures included in the present article are original and were not published before. The simulations presented in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 were made within the present study.
THEORETICAL RESULTS

Distribution of control over VO 2 .
Computer simulations carried out in the present study show that, in the computer model used (Model B), the metabolic control over VO 2 in state 3 in heart is more or less uniformly distributed among particular OXPHOS complexes. In other words, the calculated appropriate flux control coefficients (FCCs) are of the same order of magnitude. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The near-uniform distribution of control over VO 2 among OXPHOS complexes also concerns other states than state 3, namely low or high work (in the presence of ESA) (present study, not shown). However, under these conditions a significant part (most) of the control over VO 2 is exerted by ATP usage (and also by proton leak, especially at low work).
VO 2 -ADP relationship vs. ESA intensity. Computer simulations carried out in the present study demonstrate that the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship during rest-to-work transition in skeletal muscle strongly depends on the intensity of ESA, represented by parameter x in the n x kinetics of ESA. Namely, the stronger the direct activation of ATP supply, the steeper the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship (the smaller the relative increase in ADP for a given relative increase in VO 2 ). This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 . One can see that when the ESA coefficient x (in the expression n x , where n is a direct activation of ATP usage, see THEORETICAL METHODS) changes from 0 to 0.6, the VO 2 -ADP relationship becomes more and more vertical. In other words, the contribution of the ESA to the MM of OXPHOS activation increases at the cost of a decrease in the contribution of the NFA. Generally, there is no reason for the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship to be unique (to have the same slope in all muscles/conditions). As discussed above and below, this situation is supposed to Fig. 7 . Simulations demonstrating how the steep phenomenological VO2-ADP relationship in skeletal muscle emerges from the parallel activation of ATP demand and ATP supply. When work intensity increases, both ATP demand-ADP and ATP supply-ADP relationships are elevated. The steadystate points for particular work intensities lie on intersections of appropriate ATP demand-ADP and ATP supply-ADP dependencies. It must be stressed that the phenomenological dependence on ADP involves implicitly the dependence on Pi. Fig. 6 . Simulated phenomenological Vo2-ADP relationship in heart for eachstep activation coefficient x equal to 0.8. When ATP usage is activated n times during low-to-high work transition, particular OXPHOS complexes and NADH supply are activated n 0.8 times. Solid line, Vo2-ADP relationship during low-to-high work transition; dashed line, Vo2-ADP relationship in the absence of each-step parallel activation when the activity (rate constant) of ATP usage changes from 0 (state 4) to relatively high values (state 3 is reached when Vo2 is saturated with ADP, outside the figure). The point for arrested heart is not simulated, but just added for illustration. take place in different skeletal muscles under various experimental conditions.
A sufficiently high ESA coefficient x (in the expression n x ) allows one to generate an (almost) vertical phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship, where a significant increase in VO 2 is accompanied by (almost) no increase in ADP. This is the situation that is postulated to take place in intact heart in vivo (case 12 in Table 1 ). In Fig. 6 , a set of simulations carried out in the present study for x ϭ 0.8 in heart is presented, where a very slight increase in ADP can be observed. Even higher values of x can generate a perfect ADP homeostasis (no change) (this occurs not exactly for x ϭ 1, because proton leak is not activated). The case x ϭ 1 means that if ATP usage is activated, say, five times, all OXPHOS complexes and NADH supply are also activated 5 1 ϭ 5 times (perfectly balanced ESA). On the other hand, when lower values of x are used in computer simulations, more pronounced changes in ADP can be obtained (not shown) that are observed in perfused (15) or developing (47) heart (and, of course, in skeletal muscle, as discussed in the previous paragraph). Again, there is in principle no reason for an identical phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship in all hearts under all conditions.
The MM generates a steep phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship in skeletal muscle in the way presented in Fig. 7 . This mechanism causes that the phenomenological dependences of both ATP usage and ATP supply on ADP are gradually elevated (shifted toward higher VO 2 values for a given ADP) at increased work intensities. Steady-states for particular work intensities are located at the intersections of the ATP demand-ADP and ATP supply-ADP dependencies for each work intensity. As a result, the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship is much steeper than the ATP supply-ADP dependence at any work intensity. Because of this, the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship seems to be of "high order." However, it must be stressed that this "apparent order" or "phenomenological order" can vary, as it is a result of the value of the ESA coefficient x (Fig. 5) . A similar figure can easily be generated for the perfectly balanced ESA, where (almost) no changes in ADP during work transition take place (present study, not shown).
DISCUSSION
OXPHOS regulation vs. flux control distribution.
The first goal of the present article is to explain why Models A and B predict completely different mechanisms of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions (NFA vs. ESA or MM, respectively), although their general structure is similar. Computer simulations carried out in the present study demonstrated that Model B for heart predicts a uniform control distribution among OXPHOS complexes in state 3 in heart, where FCC for no complex exceeds 0.3 (Fig. 4) . This confirms the general pattern of control distribution that characterizes Model B (36, 44) . As it was shown previously, using the computer model of OXPHOS versions for skeletal muscle (38) and heart (37) (Model B), the near-uniform distribution of control over VO 2 among particular OXPHOS complexes (36, 44) leads, together with other system properties, to the conclusion that all these complexes must be directly activated during rest-to-work transition in skeletal muscle (28, 29, 44 ) and low-to-high work transition in heart (37, 31). In heart, a pure (or almost pure) ESA is postulated to take place, which leads to an (almost) perfect stability of intermediate metabolites (ADP, PCr, P i , NADH) during work transitions. On the other hand, in skeletal muscle, MM seems to prevail, which results in moderate changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations that are (for a given VO 2 increase) greater than for ESA, but much smaller than for NFA [for instance for ADP-mediated activation of OXPHOS postulated by Chance and Williams (6)]. Additionally, the higher the contribution of ESA to MM (the higher x coefficient), the smaller the changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations (e.g., the steeper the phenomenological VO 2 -ADP relationship).
The uniform distribution of control is due the so-called "principle of sufficiency" postulated by Brown (5). Namely, biological evolution would tend to remove any significant deviation of the distribution of the control over the flux from a uniform distribution and thus to restore the shared control pattern. The natural selection pressure ensures that the concentrations/activities of enzymes with high control would increase, thus diminishing their control, and/or the concentrations/ activities of enzymes with low control would decrease, thus increasing their control; the flux control coefficients of all enzymes would have comparable values.
When the control over the flux is shared and therefore the values of particular flux control coefficients are low, a direct, even very strong activation by an external effector of a single enzyme (or few enzymes) cannot significantly increase the flux through the entire pathway. This is because an activation of an enzyme leads to a great decrease of its control, which is taken over by other enzymes within the pathway, and therefore a further activation of this enzyme would not increase the flux significantly (14) . Therefore, to increase the flux significantly, a "multisite modulation" of many enzyme activities is necessary (14) . Computer simulations showed that all OXPHOS complexes must be directly activated to ensure a moderate (3-to 5-fold) increase in Vo 2 accompanied by a perfect metabolite homeostasis during low-to-high work transition in heart in situ (37, 31) and a huge (even several dozen times) increase in Vo 2 accompanied by only moderate changes in metabolite concentrations during rest-to-work transition in skeletal muscle (28, 44) . However, it must be emphasized that this argument applies to the present study only to a limited extent, because in working muscle most of the control is kept by ATP usage, whereas only the remaining control is shared uniformly by OXPHOS complexes. Therefore, it is first necessary to show whether the direct activation of OXPHOS is needed at all before considering whether this direct activation involves ESA. Uniform control distribution alone is decidedly not sufficient to predict ESA. This is why the postulated direct activation of only ATP synthase (20, 54) cannot account for a significant increase in the OXPHOS flux and, at the same time, for the relative stability of intermediate metabolite (PCr, P i , ADP, NADH) concentrations encountered during work transitions in skeletal muscle and heart. Katz and coworkers (Balaban's group) (26) demonstrated in 1989 that an up to fivefold increase in Vo 2 in intact heart in vivo caused by adrenaline or pacing was associated with essentially no changes in PCr, ATP (and, consequently, in ADP), and in P i . However, they did not propose any mechanistic explanation of this phenomenon. In 2000, Territo and colleagues (the same group) (54) postulated that ATP synthase is directly activated. However, as discussed in the previous paragraphs, this mechanisms decidedly cannot account for the discussed properties of the system. Therefore, the proposal of ESA in relation to heart constitutes a significant progress in the understanding of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions. The same concerns MM in skeletal muscle. People frequently treat any increase in ADP in this tissue during work transitions as an evidence supporting NFA (i.e. ADP-mediated activation proposed by Chance and Williams). However, MM predicts a much smaller increase in ADP for a given increase in Vo 2 than NFA, and therefore a quantitative analysis is crucial here.
On the other hand, Model A (2, 3, 57-59) predicts that the control over Vo 2 is distributed very unevenly among different OXPHOS complexes. The authors do not say this explicitly. However, appropriate simulations were made recently by other people (53) (see Tables S2 and S3 therein) using the model version for skeletal muscle (57) . The relative values of FCCs (over the flux through complex IV equivalent to Vo 2 ) calculated in this theoretical study are presented in Fig. 8 . Because the discussed simulations were not made for state 3, but for low muscle work, where ATP usage and other processes exert some control, the values of control coefficients were scaled to the sum of the coefficients for all OXPHOS complexes equal to 1 to compare them with FCCs in state 3. One can easily see that the distribution of the control over the flux through complex IV (ϭ oxygen consumption) is decidedly not uniform. Complex III keeps over 80% of the control among OXPHOS complexes, whereas other complexes share the remaining less than 20% of control. In the discussed models (2, 3, 57-59) it is assumed, according to the interpretation of experimental data presented in Ref. 4 , that complex III is strongly activated by P i . Therefore, at a very high relative control of complex III over Vo 2 and a high elasticity of complex III to P i , the response coefficient of the oxygen consumption flux to P i (through complex III) is also high (compare Eq. 4). This is why these models predict a high stimulation of Vo 2 by P i without any involvement of parallel activation of OXPHOS complexes. Therefore, here the first goal of this study is realized: one can see that Model A predicts a completely different mechanism of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions than Model B, because it also predicts a completely different distribution of control over Vo 2 among OXPHOS complexes. In particular, the shift of most of control to complex III associated with a strong activation of this complex by P i that characterizes Model A leads to the NFA through P i mechanism. On the other hand, the uniform distribution of control among OXPHOS complexes that characterizes Model B leads to the ESA mechanism, as extensively discussed above.
However, several properties/predictions of Model A simply contradict numerous experimental results. First, experimental studies (18, 36, 52 ) demonstrated that the control over the oxygen consumption flux is shared more or less uniformly among OXPHOS complexes. In particular, the FCC for complex III is always significantly lower than 0.3 in state 3 (see e.g., Fig. 3) . Second, the proposition that complex III is activated by P i is doubtful. It is based on the experimental studies showing that P i increases cytochrome c reduction level in isolated mitochondria (4). However, this interpretation of experimental data is not obvious, because it was demonstrated by computer simulations (12) that an increase in P i causes cytochrome c reduction even without complex III being directly activated by P i . Third, although the discussed models predict a relatively good (but not perfect) homeostasis of PCr and ADP in heart and skeletal muscle, they assume an unphysiologically low P i at low work in heart and at rest in skeletal muscle, and unrealistically huge relative increase in P i between low work or rest and high work (see Refs. 32, 33 for discussion). Fourth, although the authors did not publish any such simulation, the feedback-activation mechanism must lead to a significant decrease in NADH during rest-or low work-to-high work transition (see, e.g., Ref. 37). Again, this contradicts clearly the experimental data that demonstrate that NADH is essentially constant in heart or even increases in some cases in skeletal muscle during rest-or low-to-high work transition (see Refs. 32, 33 for discussion). Summing up, although Models A can explain roughly a few properties of the system, they contradict other system properties.
In the author's opinion, the idea of the "ESA" or "multisitemodulation" (14) mechanism is the most important and fruitful consequence of the theoretical (25, 21, 13, 48) and experimental (e.g., 18, 52) development of Metabolic Control Analysis. The problem of which elements of the system are directly activated during work transitions cannot be tackled appropriately in separation from MCA. This means that any computer model that is to predict correctly the behavior of OXPHOS during work transitions must take into account the uniform flux control distribution among particular OXPHOS complexes. The main differences between Models A and B are summarized in Table 2 .
Different slopes of Vo 2 -ADP relationship. The second goal of the present study was to explain, using Model B, what is the difference in the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions between heart and skeletal muscles and between different skeletal muscles under various experimental conditions. In particular, the study was aimed to find out what is the mechanistic background of different changes in intermediate metabolite concentrations at the same relative increase in Vo 2 or, which is equivalent, of very different phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationships encountered in experimental studies in different cases. Simulations presented in Fig. 5 demonstrate that different intensities of ESA (different values of parameter x in the n x kinetics of activation) are potentially able to account for very different slopes of the phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship in skeletal muscle. However, the question arises whether such an explanation is needed at all. After all, Jeneson and coworkers (24) demonstrated that the phenomenological ATP turnover-ADP dependence is at least second order (phenomenological Hill coefficient Ն2) in their experimental system (electrically stimulated human forearm flexor). They proposed that this is caused by the sigmoidal mechanistic OXPHOS kinetics. Even if one disagrees with this hypothesis and accepts the explanation that the underlying mechanism is parallel activation of ATP demand and supply, is it not enough to quote just one appropriate value of the ESA coefficient x? Let us look at Fig. 9 , where the slopes of the phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship extracted from the relative changes in Vo 2 and ADP during rest-to-work transitions in skeletal muscle shown in Table 1 are demonstrated (numbers of lines shown in Fig. 9 correspond to cases 1-11 in Table 1 ). One can easily see that there is no unique phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship in skeletal muscle. Instead, very different slopes of this relationship can be observed in different cases. This suggests that the regulation of OXPHOS during rest-to-work transitions is different in various skeletal muscles, animals, and experimental conditions. At the same time, the present study suggests that the mechanism underlying these differences is a various intensity of ESA characterized by parameter x. After all, Fig. 9 is generally very similar to Fig. 5 . It is worth emphasizing that only two points (rest and maximal exercise) were used to create the "curves" in Fig. 9 , and therefore they are by definition straight lines. The simulated curves in Fig. 5 are slightly sigmoidal and therefore resemble the dependence found in Ref. 24 . On the other hand, the n x kinetic is only an assumption and approximation of real systems (although a good one). All the lines shown in Fig. 9 lay significantly above the 1:1 line (dotted line) corresponding to the first-order kinetics. This means that in all the cases OXPHOS was directly activated during work increase, although to a smaller extent than ATP usage (MM). Finally, it should be mentioned that although an increase in mitochondria amount/activity (caused by e.g., training) changes the absolute slope of the Vo 2 -ADP relationship, it does not affect significantly the relative slope (relative increase in Vo 2 vs. relative increase in ADP) (compare Fig. 1 and discussion in Ref. 39) . Therefore, the amount/activity of mitochondria does not affect the dependences shown in Fig. 9 .
The feedback-activation mechanism (57) and high-order mechanistic Vo 2 -ADP relationship (24) imply a unique (slope of) the phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship during restto-work transitions in skeletal muscle. Therefore, these mechanisms cannot account for the huge diversity of the discussed relationships encountered in real systems. Anyway, it is difficult to understand why the authors treat the results presented in Ref. 24 as unique and representative for all muscles/animals/ conditions. Of course an assumption that the Hill coefficient varies between different muscles/conditions and is very high in some cases could in principle explain different slopes of the Vo 2 -ADP relationship. However, this is not what is observed in isolated mitochondria and proposed in Refs. 24 or 57.
An (almost) vertical phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship (approximately or perfectly constant ADP concentration) encountered in heart in vivo (26) can be generated when a sufficiently high (close to 1) value of the ESA coefficient x is assumed (compare Fig. 6 ). This would explain, according to the second main purpose of the present article, the apparently most basic difference in the regulation of OXPHOS between skeletal muscle and intact heart in vivo: in heart there are (almost) no changes in ADP (and other metabolites), whereas in skeletal muscle such changes, although moderate, are present. However, again, there is no need for a unique phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship in different hearts/animals/ conditions. Indeed, it seems that while in mature dog heart in situ the ADP (as well as PCr, P i , ATP, and NADH) homeo- stasis is essentially perfect (26 and see also Refs. 32, 33 for discussion), significant changes in these metabolites take place in developing sheep heart (47) and perfused rat heart (15) (compare Table 1 ). On the other hand, stimulation of RPP by adrenaline in perfused rat heart can even elevate PCr and thus decrease ADP (35) . Anyway, all these cases can be accounted for simply by assuming appropriate different values of the ESA coefficient x (or appropriate ESA intensity).
The relatively good homeostasis of ADP and PCr in heart predicted by Model A (59) results from a very low P i level at low work and huge relative changes in P i during work transitions, which are a consequence of a low total content of phosphates. However, as extensively discussed above and in Refs. 32 and 33, this assumption contradicts significantly many experimental data.
Limitations of reverse engineering. The present study demonstrates clearly that any model of a complex metabolic system must be tested for a possibly broad range of different variable values and system properties. The more comprehensive the model, the more extensive verification it needs (this gives a significant advantage to smaller, more compact models). Complex models usually contain a great number of free, adjustable parameter values. Therefore, many different models can be adjusted, simply by manipulation with these values, to some limited set of experimental data. For this reason, reverse engineering using only a limited set of subjectively chosen experimental data is vulnerable to the danger that the obtained parameter values would lead to wrong predictions concerning many other properties of the system. The parameter values in the Model A of OXPHOS developed by Beard (2) were adjusted to just one single experiment (4) concerning a very limited set of experimental data that is atypical in some respects (for instance, ⌬pH is very close to zero in this experiment and equals 3 mV or 0.05 pH units, contrary to numerous other experimental studies where ⌬pH equal to 20 -30 mV or 0.3-0.5 pH units is usually encountered, see, e.g., Refs. 11, 49; Ref. 12 for review). Therefore, no wonder that the model predicts an incorrect distribution of control over Vo 2 , which is mostly a result of incorrect relative values of rate constants for particular OXPHOS complexes.
Factor/mechanism responsible for ESA. Ca 2ϩ (cytosolic or mitochondrial) was demonstrated to activate directly ATP usage (e.g., actomyosin-ATPase or Ca 2ϩ -ATPase), three TCA cycle dehydrogenases (pyruvate dehydrogenase, isocitrate dehydrogenase, ␣-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase) (9, 19) , malate/ aspartate shuttle (MAS) (16) , ATP synthase (20, 54) or isolated mitochondria as a whole (27, 46) . It was shown recently in an ingenious experiment that Ca 2ϩ activates directly essentially all OXPHOS complexes in isolated skeletal muscle mitochondria (17) . This constitutes an excellent experimental confirmation of theoretical predictions concerning the ESA mechanism.
However, the entire factor/mechanism that directly activates all OXPHOS complexes remains to be fully identified. It was proposed that this factor could be cytosolic Ca 2ϩ (only the activation of TCA cycle dehydrogenases needs Ca 2ϩ entry into mitochondria), perhaps involving protein phosphorylation/ dephosphorylation (28, 32, 33, 37, 44) . OXPHOS complexes are transmembrane complexes and can be equally well activated by mitochondrial and cytosolic Ca 2ϩ .
Uniform control distribution is not sufficient to predict ESA.
The prediction, based on computer modeling, that some factor/ mechanism directly activates in parallel all OXPHOS complexes during work transitions is the first (or at least one of the first) such a case in biology known to the author. It must be stressed that the distribution of metabolic control over the flux among OXPHOS complexes is not the only property of the system that matters in this context. Other properties are also very important, namely changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations during work transitions, sensitivity of the system to ADP and P i (and NADH), control exerted by ATP usage, possible feedback activation of particular complexes by ADP and P i and so on. For instance, computer simulations demonstrated that a fivefold increase in Vo 2 during work transition in heart (maximal increase in Vo 2 in this organ) can easily be achieved without ESA (at a direct activation of only ATP usage) at a uniform distribution of control over Vo 2 among OXPHOS complexes (37, see Fig. 2 therein) . In skeletal muscle, a 12-fold increase in Vo 2 can be achieved without ESA (at a direct activation of only ATP usage) at a uniform distribution of control over Vo 2 among OXPHOS complexes (44, see Fig. 3A therein) . This is because in vivo most of the control is kept by ATP usage (hydrolysis) (for this reason, the reasoning presented in Ref. 14 by Fell and Thomas applies only partly to the present study). Therefore, the main argument in favor of ESA is not a relative increase in Vo 2 , but rather a relative stability of intermediate metabolite concentrations during work transitions (or, more precisely, the combination of both). Only a computer model can integrate all relevant properties of the system, as this task is too complicated for the human brain. After all, the equal distribution of control among OXPHOS complexes was well known in early 90s but nobody proposed ESA of OXPHOS on this basis before the computermodeling paper in 1998 (28) (and even then very few people believed in this mechanism). Therefore, the uniform distribution of control among OXPHOS complexes is necessary, but decidedly not sufficient to predict the ESA. It is first necessary to prove that the parallel (balanced) activation of ATP usage and OXPHOS takes place at all, which is independent of control distribution among OXPHOS complexes, and only then can the problem of which particular mechanism of this parallel activation is most appropriate be considered. The role of a computer model is to integrate quantitatively many very different experimental data and to extract information from them, for instance the need of ESA. Of course, post factum it can seem obvious or even trivial that uniform control distribution in skeletal muscle and heart implies ESA, but a well-tested computer model is necessary to prove this quantitatively.
Benefits of computer models. Computer models of OXPHOS allow one to draw in a quantitative way numerous conclusions that cannot easily be extracted directly from experimental data. Here are some of them, especially those relevant for the present study. First, such models can determine which mechanisms of the regulation of OXPHOS are necessary to explain such-andnot-other combinations of changes in fluxes and metabolite concentrations during work transitions (e.g., 28, 29, 31-33, 37, 44, present study). Second, they can explain the differences in the phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship between heart and skeletal muscle and between different skeletal muscles under various conditions and thus differences in the regulation of OXPHOS during work transition between all these cases (present study). Third, they can account for such phenomena as the PCr recovery overshoot in skeletal muscle that were en-countered in experimental studies but remained unexplained for decades (29, 41, 42) . Fourth, they are able to determine factors that determine the Vo 2 on-kinetics in skeletal muscle (29, 40) and mechanisms responsible for training-induced adaptation of OXPHOS in skeletal muscle (39, 40) . Fifth, they can explain the very short transition time for Vo 2 during low-to-high work transition in heart (31) . This enumeration could be continued for a long time (compare Refs. 12, 28 -41, 44) .
Summary and conclusions. In the present article it is demonstrated that different kinetic properties of OXPHOS lead to various mechanisms of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions, especially in skeletal muscle and heart. The kinetic properties and predictions concerning the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions of two groups of computer models of OXPHOS in skeletal muscle and heart are compared. The first group (Model A) predicts that complex III exerts almost all (over 80%) metabolic control over oxygen consumption (Vo 2 ) kept by all OXPHOS complexes, whereas the relative control possessed by other complexes is close to zero. These models lead to the conclusion that the main mechanism of the regulation of OXPHOS during low-to-high work transition in heart and rest-to-work transition in skeletal muscle is a negative feedback acting mostly through an increase in inorganic phosphate (P i ) concentration. They predict a unique phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationship in different skeletal muscles. The second group of models (Model B) predicts/involves a more or less even distribution of metabolic control over Vo 2 among particular OXPHOS complexes. These models predict the ESA (each-step activation) mechanism of the regulation of OXPHOS during work transitions (direct activation of all OXPHOS complexes, namely complex I, complex III, complex IV, ATP synthase, ATP/ADP carrier, P i carrier, in parallel with ATP usage and NADH supply) in heart and skeletal muscle. Model B is able to generate very different phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationships caused by different ESA intensities. Therefore, they can explain the differences in the regulation of OXPHOS between heart and skeletal muscles and between different skeletal muscles under various conditions. In particular, when ATP usage and OXPHOS are activated to the same extent (perfectly balanced ESA), a perfect homeostasis of intermediate metabolites (ADP, PCr, Pi, NADH) takes place (intact heart in vivo). When OXPHOS is activated to a smaller extent than ATP usage (mixture of ESA and NFA), moderate changes in intermediate metabolites take place (skeletal muscle). The second-group models reproduce much better numerous experimental results. Experimental studies demonstrated clearly that the distribution of the control over Vo 2 among particular OXPHOS complexes is more or less uniform. Very different (slopes of) phenomenological Vo 2 -ADP relationships were observed in different skeletal muscles. The present article emphasizes the need of a possibly thorough and broad verification of computer models of metabolic pathways before using them for theoretical studies.
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